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                  WPC Decking Boards                

              

              Forestar WPC decking is a hi-tech eco-friendly alternative to traditional wooden decking.

               Read More  

            

          

          

        

                
          
            
              
                
                  WPC Decking Manufacturer                

              

              Forestar manufactures very high-quality co-extruded composite boards. Specialised in composite cladding, decks, fences and outdoor landscaping products

               Read More  

            

          

          

        

                
          
            
              
                
                  WPC Garden Shed                

              

              WPC Garden Shed is our brand new product, very popular in European and American markets.

               Read More  
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            FORESTAR PRODUCT SERIES

            We spread out the road under your feet and appear everywhere you can imagine, with professional and quality, we create a beautiful outdoor space for you. 
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      WPC Planter
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      WPC Garden Shed
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      Composite Pergola
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      WPC DIY Tiles
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      WPC Wall Cladding
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      WPC Railing
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      Composite Fencing
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      WPC Decking

    

  


  	


    

    

    
      
        
          
            
              WHO WE ARE

              Backed by our strong warranties, you can get products with long service life, which only need low-maintenance.

                A design & style center of WPC products where you can customize your needs.

                Here in Forestar, you can find the wpc decking products in trend that lead the industry.

                You can expect professional service with our experienced team. 

            

          

          
            
              WHAT FORESTAR CAN OFFER YOU

              Forestar is a Chinese WPC manufacturer of production system that designed for both household decoration and commercial buildings.
 Additionally, we have established Forestar Industry Design Center by developing partnership with domestic universities and the Rococo Industry Design Group. Just as our name shows, we are leading our industry towards better designs, quality, products as well as customer experiences. We believe we can become “Your lifelong WPC partner”.

            

          

          
            
              WHAT IS WPC

              Wood-plastic composites (WPCs) are composite materials made of wood fiber/wood flour and thermoplastic(s) such as polythene (PE), polypropylene (PP), polyvinyl chloride (PVC), or polylactic acid (PLA).

In addition to wood fiber and plastic, WPCs can also contain other ligno-cellulosic and/or inorganic filler materials. WPCs are a subset of a larger category of materials called natural fiber plastic composites (NFPCs), which may contain no cellulose-based fiber fillers such as pulp fibers, peanut hulls, coffee husk, bamboo, straw, digestate, etc.

            

          

        

      

    


    
      
        
          
            
              INSPIRATION

              YOUR IDEA OF AMAZING OUTDOOR LIFE STARTS HERE
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            Why it is more expensive than softwood?

          

          Due to the excellent performance of the WPC(wood plastic composite) material itself and the very low cost or almost free in maintenance, the life cycle cost of Forestar product is considerably less than softwood. The price, to some degree, is not higher compared to softwood. Additionally, softwood decking is often warped, contains knots and is inconsistent in density, Forestar product is an ideal alternative product.



        


                
          
               

            Does it become slippery when wet?

          

          As with the majority of flooring products, Forestar product will lose some slip resistance when wet, but it still meets the minimum “low potential for slip” requirement as set by the HSE. In order to maintain adequate slip resistance, it is important to keep your boards clean and free from debris.



        


                
          
               

            Does Forestar product moldy retardant?

          

          Forestar product is mildew resistance, however, mold and mildew may adhere to dirt or dust on the surface of the board if it not stored or applied correctly. We recommend to clean it quickly with proper power. In a word, please do not exposed boards to high moisture or sweet environment and keep it dry and clean as best as you can.



        


                
          
               

            Can it be curved?

          

          Forestar product can be heated up and bent, but Forestar cannot guarantee the performance of such application, and assumes no responsibility for it. We recommend such kind of design and work should be reviewed and operated by engineer or licensed installer. 



        


                
          
               

            Will Forestar product fade over time?

          

          Yes. Almost everything will fade over time when exposed to sunlight and other weather conditions. Forestar product is added high quality UV-inhibiting pigments and made from hardwood fibers in order to minimize the fading (softwood fades far more than hardwood), but there will still be some visible fade over first few months(the speed and degree of this fading depend on actual weather conditions) giving a more textured appearance. As with any timber based product, some fade will occur but the plastic content holds its colour. Any initial colour difference between boards is due to the natural colour variance in the wood fibers and once weathered, the boards will all be similar colour tone.



        


                
          
               

            Will you provide me a sample of Forestar product?

          

          Absolutely! We will be able to send you samples in any of our standard colours, sometimes postage may be charged.
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                      Global provider

                      Products are exported to all over the world.
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                      Professional services

                      Product technical service and customer service 24 hours a day.
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                      Innovative research

                      Innovation from raw materials to production processes.
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                      Reliable in quality

                      The products have passed the inspection layer by layer, and the quality is reliable.
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            As a leading plastics recycler and producer of green composite, we manufacture in an energy efficient way, virtually waste-free production process.

            
              
                
                  
                  Headquarters:

                 5 Mezigang Road, North District Industrial Park, Xuancheng, Anhui, China 242000                  

                

                 Phone: +86-563-2511877

                  Fax: +86-563-2511877

                  Email: [email protected]

                  MSN: [email protected] 
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